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Abstract

The following document specifies the main requirements for a simulation framework for

the Smart Team project.

1 Introduction

The SmartS simulation framework has to allow the simulation of algorithms developed within the
Smart Teams project. This includes mainly algorithms for exploration of terrain, processing of
treasures and maintenance of a communication network.

The simulation framework should allow simulations for obtaining scientific results and for
visually appealing presentations.

The following key issues are the most important for the simulation framework:

• modelling of terrain with obstacles and treasures,

• executing algorithms on heterogenous virtual robots,

• providing a framework for virtual robots to communicate,

• providing means for visualization,

• inspecting simulation runs for certain properties.

We will investigate these issues in more detail in the following sections.

2 General properties

The simulation should be round-based. In each round virtual robots (see 4) are allowed to exchange
messages and move. Additionally in each round new virtual robots can be added to the simulation
by an algorithmic module.

The term algorithmic module refers to a plugin. These plugins are not part of the simulation
framework and are not subject of this requirement definitions. These plugins define the actual
simulated algorithms.

3 Terrain handling

There should be two possibilities for modelling the terrain: either as a plane with polygonal
obstacles or as a grid with “holes” in it.

The first model assumes a continous plane, with polygonal obstacles, defined by specifying
their corner points as floating point values.
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The second model assumes the terrain to be modeled as a graph, in particular as a grid with
certain nodes missing – these missing nodes correspond to obstacles. The generation of this model
should be performed automatically from an underlying continous plane (as from the first model).
The resolution of the grid with respect to the plane should be a parameter of the simulation. A
cell of a grid should be considered an obstacle if there is at least some constant fraction of its area
is covered by an obstacle.

The choice of the model should be a parameter of the simulation, although within the first
implementation only the second model will be available for usage. Thus the first model will only
serve as a plane definition from which the grid will be automatically constructed.

The terrain handling should also model treasures placed within the terrain. These treasures
can have different type and store some additional data. Treasures are modeled as points on the
plane and are not an obstacle. Within the grid model, there exists the possibility that several
treasures are placed within the same grid node.

The terrain interfaces directly with virtual robots (see 4) which are placed on the terrain. The
following operations are possible

• movement of virtual robots over the terrain, subjects to restrictions:

– terrain covered by obstacles is inaccessible,

– within the continous model movement is restricted by a maximum distance within one
round,

– within the graph model movement is restricted to a maximum distance per round,
measured with the L1 norm.

• terrain occupied by another robot is inaccessible (controlled by a simulation parameter –
there must be a possibility to disable this function),

– in the planar model robots cannot have a distance smaller than a parameter,

– in the grid model each node of the graph can be occupied by at most one robot,

• virtual robots see environment (obstacles, treasures, other robots) within a limited distance
(this distance should be a simulation parameter),

– in the planar model it is still not clear which parts of an obstacle are visible to a robot
upon approaching it (one edge, all edges within some distance, whole obstacle),

– in the grid model the graph within the parametrized distance is visible to the robot,

• virtual robots are able to insert, modify and delete treasures.

At first the specified operations should be allowed for the the discrete grid-based model and an
implementation for the continous plane can be omitted. Nevertheless the description of terrain
should be defined as a continous plane and the grid should be generated automatically from the
planar definition.

The description of terrain (initial placement of obstacles and treasures) should be read in from
a external definition file.

4 Virtual robots

We expect several algorithms to be developed within the Smart Teams project. These algorithms
will be local and thus are designed to run on virtual robots which interface with other robots via
a communication interface (see 5) and are able to interface with the terrain through which they
are moving.

Thus the simulation should be able to execute algorithmic modules which define the move-
ment and the communication behavior of virtual robots. Every virtual robot can have another
algorithmic module which defines its behavior.

The placement of robots at start of the simulation should be defined by one of a few methods:
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• a fixed number of robots starting at a fixed position,

• an external file describing the number and positions of robots on the plane,

• a random placement of a fixed number of robots.

This list should be easily extensible by new methods by plugging in appropriate algorithmic
modules. There should be a possibility to choose the algorithmic modules which control robots.

Furthermore there should exist a possibility to create new robots during the simulation and
place them within the terrain. This will be handled by an appropriate algorithmic module.

5 Communication

The simulation should provide a common communication framework accessible for all virtual
robots. The communication framework should implement two communication models: a global
broadcast-based communication scheme and a local, range-limited communication model.

Within the first model a broadcasted message immediately reaches all nodes.
Within the second model, a broadcasted message reaches only nodes which are in the same

connected component within a communication graph as the sending node. The communication
graph is a disc graph. The broadcasted message reaches all nodes within the connected component
immediately. The size of the discs within the comunication graph should be a parameter of the
simulation.

There should be an option to allow point-to-point communication for the nodes if it shows
necessary.

It should be noted that nodes can also communicate by writing information into treasures
placed on the terrain, but this is not a communication method which would be directly provided
by the communication framework.

6 Configuration of simulation

The simulation should be configurable either directly from the user interface or from a simula-
tion configuration file. Particular complicated configuration information (e.g. location of robots,
number of robots of a particular kind) may be restricted to be defined in a configuration file.

As there are several algorithmic modules within the simulation framework, there should be
a configuration framework available for them – so that parameters for their execution can be
specified too. For this, the algorithmic modules must have an interface to define the parameters
they require for execution.

If there is randomized computation within the simulation, it should depend on a pseudorandom
generator, whose seed is a parameter of the simulation – so that the simulation is repeatable.

7 User interface

The user interface should allow the definition of simulation parameters prior to starting the simu-
lation. Then it should provide a view on the terrain, with drawn obstacles, treasures and virtual
robots. The view should by modified in real-time as the simulation progresses.

The algorithmic modules for virtual robot behavior should be able to draw additional infor-
mation on the simulation view (so that information important to a particular algorithm can be
visualized).

Additional algorithmic modules which are invoked for each round should have the ability to
draw more detailed simulation information, thus focusing on different aspects of a simulation.

There should exist a possibility to capture the visualization of a simulation to an anima-
tion/video file with the purpose of embedding into Powerpoint.
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8 Data aggregation

The framework should provide possibilites to embed algorithmic modules which aggregate data
during each round and create data logs of the whole simulation run. These modules should be
able to write date to external files creating logs.

The data aggregation modules might gather data from the terrain handling framework as well
as from the virtual robots.

9 Future

The following features might be needed in future versions of the frameworks.

• The obstacles and the treasures within the terrain could change dynamically, their behavior
defined by an algorithmic module.

• Robots are energy-bound. Every movement consumes some amount of energy. The energy
can be refilled at special treasures.

• At some time we should also incorporate obstacles which are traversable by robots but which
do not allow radio waves to pass through them, thus complicating the communication. The
communication between two nodes should be possible if there is a curve of length at most d

which connects the two nodes and does not cross any communication obstacle.

A simplified version of this model would assume that the interval connecting the two nodes
should be of size at most d and should not be crossed by any communication obstacle. This
is a simple model, but it has the disadvantage of being very restrictive.
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